characterization, particularly in the field of spectroscopy of biological materials. The predicted effects are most notable in the regime where the sample thickness is comparable to the source wavelength. In this work, the model is extended to sample thicknesses more representative of biological tissue sections and to include typical experimental factors which are demonstrated to reduce the predicted effects. These include integration over the range of incidence angles, varying degrees of coherence of 25 the source and inhomogeneities in sample thickness. The latter was found to have the strongest effect on the spectral distortions and, with inhomogeneities as low as 10% of the sample thickness, the predicted distortions due to the standing wave effect are almost completely averaged out. As the majority of samples for biospectroscopy are prepared by cutting a cross section of tissue resulting in a high degree of thickness variation, this finding suggests that the standing wave effect should be a 30 minor distortion in FT-IR spectroscopy of tissues. The study has important implications not only in optimization of protocols for future studies, but notably for the validity of the extensive studies which have been performed to date on tissue samples in the transflection geometry.
Introduction
There has been considerable debate over the past decade (and more) with regard to the validity of FT-IR spectroscopic measurements, as physical/optical effects due to chemical and physical 45 inhomogeneities have been shown to introduce spectral artefacts. The issues have been highlighted in the field of biospectroscopy, but are pertinent to the use of IR spectroscopy in a broad range of applications, particularly for samples with significant chemical and physical inhomogeneity. Resonant and nonresonant reflection and scattering have been identified as the source of some of these effects, and correction algorithms have been developed to account for them [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . 50 FT-IR imaging has already proven its worth in many biological applications including measurement for both cells and tissues [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, measurement in transmission mode requires the use of relatively expensive IR transparent substrates (e.g. CaF 2 ), leading to the popularity of the transflection mode of measurement performed on MirrIR Kevley Glass, which has already been successfully applied in numerous biomedical imaging studies [2, 4, [17] [18] [19] [20] . Since protocols for correction of 55 spectral artefacts have been developed, the extensive use of transflection measurements appeared acceptable. However, recent advances in understanding the complete optical system, including the sources of such artefacts, has led to identification of an electric field standing wave effect (EFSW) by Brooke et al. [21] , substantiated by further important investigations by Filik et al. [22, 23] and Bassan et al. [24] 60
The latter work simulated a multilayer system and modeled spectra of a hypothetical absorber with sample thickness varying between 0.5 and 4.5 µm. Subsequently, the hypothetical absorber was replaced by experimental cytosine spectra in the model and compared with experimental data in the thickness range of 0.5-1.5 µm. The simulation of the EFSW gave a very valuable insight in the dependences of the phenomenon on physical variables such as the sample thickness, and furthermore demonstrated the significant implications this can have on, for example biological tissue classification for disease diagnostics. Notably, however, the predicted effects were significantly higher than those observed experimentally for cytosine films spectra (comparing Figures 5 and Figure 11 of reference [24] ). This suggests therefore that the model did not take into account all experimental parameters of significance for the final spectral outcome, and that the implications of the ESFM for the use of FTIR 70 in the transflection mode may not be as dramatic as initially indicated by the simulation. The real system of the transflection experiment is very complex and nontrivial to simulate. For this work, it was decided to build a simple model which could help to understand the impact of the EFSW in experimental data, and also to compare with the simulations of Filik et al. [22] and Bassan et al. [24] . Initially, the predictions are compared with those of the literature, after which, the model is broadened 75 to include more realistic experimental parameters. Those identified as having a possible averaging effect of the EFSW are:
 the range of incidence angles (in 15x Cassegrain objectives typically 35-45 degrees)  the degree of coherence of the incident light (all simulations were previously done with only a single phase source) 80  inhomogeneity in sample thickness (different thicknesses are averaged to a single spectrum to represent a realistic measurement scenario).
In order to incorporate a varying phase of the incident light and to investigate the impact of the variation of the other parameters, a model was derived from electromagnetic theory for a three layer system (air, sample, reflective substrate). In this work, variations of all three parameters are modeled, 85 separately at first, and simultaneously afterwards, to demonstrate the combination effect. The sample thickness considerations are extended to 12.5 µm in order to take into account the range most commonly used in tissue analysis. The goal is to investigate the influence of the three effects on EFSW in a hypothetical absorber.
Experimental section

90
All calculations and simulations were done in the MatLab 7.10 environment (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) using in-house written scripts. Theoretical absorbance spectra were calculated (as explained in Section 3.2) for a range of 11 angles of incidence (step of 1 o ), 18 phases (20 o increment) and for 121 thicknesses (0.5-12.5 µm with a step of 0.1 µm), giving a set of almost 24,000 spectra for each of the s and p polarizations. The final absorbance spectra were calculated as a mean of the two polarizations.
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Therefore, the final dataset comprised almost 72,000 spectra. The complex refractive indices of gold and silver were acquired from a database compilation of Palik [25] . Models for both substrates were calculated, but only data for gold are presented in this paper (results for silver were almost identical).
Results and Discussion
The absorbing system
100
The model of Bassan et al. [24] simulated spectra of a hypothetical IR absorber with sample thickness varying between 0.5 and 4.5 µm. For the current study, the hypothetical absorber was simulated in the same manner, to enable a direct comparison of the results. The absorption spectrum is composed of equally spaced Lorentzian peaks of equal heights and widths ( Figure 1 ). The corresponding real and imaginary parts of the absorber were obtained via the Kramers-Kronig relation and are given in the 105
Electronic Supplementary Information in Figures (ESI).
Model
The model is based on simple consideration of a linearly polarized monochromatic planar wave incident on a three layer system, depicted in Figure 2 . Such an approach is complete for 110 many different cases and could be extended to a multilayer system (as for example in Bassan et al. [24] ) according to the scheme described in Hecht et al.
[26] The plane of incidence is perpendicular to the layer surfaces. The electrical vector of the wave is constant in time and could be perpendicular to the plane (s polarized light) or could lie in the plane (p polarized light).
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By applying boundary conditions, and for simplicity considering only the reflections indicated in Figure 2 , it is possible to find the amplitude reflection coefficients for both polarizations r s and r p respectively: ,
120 .
The notation in equations 1 and 2 is consistent with Figure 2 and n 1 , n 2 , n 3 are the refractive indices of air, the sample and the mirror. It is important to note that n 2 and n 3 are complex. The (variable) phase of the incident wave is  and the phase change  is associated with the 125 transmission of the wave through a sample with thickness d: ,
where k 0 is a wave vector in vacuum.
In order to obtain a final absorbance spectrum, a series of steps need to be taken. First, the amplitude 130 reflection coefficients need to be transformed to reflectivity: * .
The reflectivity of non-polarized light is taken as an average of s and p polarization reflectivities. Afterwards, a ratio of the system without the sample (R background ) and with the sample (R sample ) is calculated and transformed to absorbance (A) (Equation 5):
Dependence on overall thickness
In order to validate the comparison of the model described above to the one used in the previous work [24] , predicted spectra for varying thickness are presented in Figure 3 . In comparison with the 140 study of Bassan et al. [24] , the thickness range has been extended to take into account typical tissue section thicknesses (0-20m).
Clearly, a pattern similar to the one obtained by Bassan et al. is evident in the simulated spectra. A periodic variation of both the background and peak intensities is seen across different samples. The variations in the background are expected to diminish with increasing sample thickness, as more nodes 145 of the infrared radiation penetrate the sample. As seen in Figure 3 , the relative variations in the background are diminished significantly, at 20, 12.5 and even 9 µm. However, a dramatic variation of the absorption peaks is still apparent. A simulation of much higher thicknesses up to 500 µm was performed (data not shown) to determine at what range the EFSW becomes negligible in terms of this peak variation, indicating that a thickness of the order of 50-100 micrometers is required. This scenario 150
is not relevant to infrared spectroscopy of biological samples, since at 15-20 µm little or no light is transmitted by the sample in transflection mode (for typical biological samples).
Averaging over angle of incidence
Variation of the angle of incidence changes the effective optical path length and therefore the EFSW. Experimentally, the source is delivered to the sample by the Cassegrain objective over a range of ~35 o -45 o , and thus the EFSW should be integrated over the full angular range. Figure 4 shows the simulated spectra for 3 out of 11 different angles of incidence over the range, was assumed for all angles [24] . As expected, different angles give rise to different EFSW patterns and, as a result, the mean spectrum over all angles (Figure 4 , blue) has smaller amplitude of peak maxima changes than the spectrum at the mean angle 40 o . It should be noted, however, that the effects of a uniform intensity over all angles has been modeled, whereas experimentally the intensity profile will vary with angle. Nevertheless, this averaging does not significantly diminish the impact of the EFSW 165 on the relative heights of the absorption maxima.
Averaging over phase
It should be noted that previous models of the EFSW considered effectively the case of a single, fully coherent wave, while in reality sources of infrared radiation are at best quasi-coherent (synchrotron or Globar). Moreover, for a given wavelength, one should take into consideration all possible node 170 positions and not only the case of a node directly on the reflective substrate surface. As a result, the EFSW should be further averaged out. The analysis of Figure 5 demonstrates that, for multiple individual waves of varying incident phase, the combined EFSW effect is reduced compared to that of multiple coherent waves of the same phase. The effect of this kind of averaging is shown in Figure 5 . Similar to the case of angle of incidence, an averaging effect is apparent. The overall amplitude 175 changes are smaller, although, for the peak close to 1000 cm -1 , an increase is seen. Nevertheless, the effect of considering a distribution of incident wave phases is a reduction of effect on the EFSW.
Thickness averaging
When trying to arrive at a more realistic representation of the EFSW, one needs to consider that every sample intrinsically has an inhomogeneity in sample thickness. As a consequence, either in single point 180 or in imaging mode, an averaging effect occurs, whenever the thickness variations over the sampled are significant (which is the case in FT-IR of tissues). Moreover, in preparing tissue sections for measurements by using a microtome, it is impossible to cut a section at exactly e.g. 4.5 µm. The manufacturers provide a range of error of 1 µm in a 2-20 µm cutting range [27] . Furthermore, parts of the tissue will inherently have different elasticity and will be cut in different ways. This fact has even 185 further implications, since a drying section will change its thickness according to its elasticity parameters, as has been recently shown by AFM measurements [28] . The effects on the EFSW of a 1 µm variation on a spectrum of a 1.5 µm sample and 2.5 variation on 10 µm sample are shown in Figure 6 .
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The net effect is seen in the mean spectra of the respective thicknesses. The background oscillation is almost completely removed and what is even more important, so is the amplitude variations of peak maxima in the sample of 10 micrometers. The original hypothetical absorber profile is almost perfectly retrieved despite the EFSW in the system. This result has profound implications. Whenever any surface roughness with a lateral spatial frequency of order of the spot size is present, the resultant 195 EFSW will be strongly diminished. It is especially clear with higher sample thickness. It is therefore of interest to consider whether such strong averaging is present in lower thickness samples. The 0.5-2.5 micrometers range shows that it is not as perfect. The reason for this is seen in the 3D plots (additional data plots for insight given in ESI: Figures 3S -6S ) -for larger thicknesses, the peak maxima oscillations are changing rapidly, while it is not the case in the lower range. In the end, the effect will 200 strongly depend on whether a sufficient number of oscillations will be averaged out. Results for a set of different ranges are shown in Figure 7 along with spectra for all calculated thicknesses.
It can be seen that, for the range of 1.5-3.5 µm, the averaging is still quite efficient, although not to the same extent for the thinner samples. The mean spectrum of the 0.5-1.5 µm sample still shows considerable effects of the EFSW. The reason for this lies in the fact that the background oscillation 205 (and corresponding amplitude change oscillation) has too low frequency to effectively cancel out. This in turn, is a direct consequence of the number of nodes penetrating the sample. In order to check how large the inhomogeneities in sample thickness need to be, a 10% value was simulated for 10 µm thickness. The resultant mean spectrum still shows strong averaging of EFSW, although some amplitude differences between peak maxima can be seen. 
A combination effect
All three effects discussed above have been evaluated independent of each other and a combination of effects should be taken into account. The calculations were therefore repeated in such a way that, for each thickness, all theta angles and all phases were also calculated. A mean along all three parameters 215 can be considered as a combination effect and is shown for a 7.5-12.5 µm sample in Figure 8 .
The incorporation of all three parameters at once even further improves the simulated spectrum of a hypothetical absorber. The combination effect was also calculated for other thickness ranges of interest and is shown in Figure 9 .
Again the mean spectra of samples in the range > 2 µm are very close to the original hypothetical 220 absorber. The spectral range most variable is the one associated with longest wavelength, i.e. close to 1000 cm -1 , due to inherently fewer nodes at this wavelength penetrating the sample.
Final discussion
225
Previous studies of the detrimental impact of the EFSW on FTIR spectra of biological samples in transflection geometry have raised alarm bells about the use of the technique and critically the validity of the result of previous studies, present in the literature of the past 20 years. Indeed, the potential concerns were highlighted in the Editorial of a recent themed journal edition [29] . Diem et al. [30] have argued that appropriate data pre-processing can alleviate the confounding factors of the EFSW. Furthermore, a 230 very recent work by Cao et al. [31] showed that for cell cultures prepared on transmission and on transflection substrates, no statistically significant discrimination due to EFSW was seen, indicating that the intrinsic cellular variations were more significant than any experimental variations due to EFSW. In the study presented here, the model of Bassan et al. has been extended to encompass variations in three experimental parameters, in an effort to improve the validity of the simulated effects of the EFSW 235 on spectra. It is clear that, for each variable, an averaging effect results, which can at least in part account for the discrepancies between the simulated and experimentally observed EFSW of Bassan et al. [24] Out of the three parameters considered, averaging of thickness inhomogeneities was found to have the most prominent impact on the effects of EFSW on the modeled absorption spectrum. The averaging renders the EFSW negligible for samples with higher thickness. It is important to note, however, that the low 240 thickness regime (<2 micrometers) is less influenced by the averaging effects. Critical, however, is the thickness variation in comparison to the spatial resolution of the imaging system. The latter is obtained from a single pixel of focal plane detector of 5.5 m x 5.5 m and is of the order of the wavelength, approximately 5-10 m in the fingerprint region of the spectrum. Notably, variations of tissue section surface structures have been demonstrated to occur precisely within this length scale [28, 32] .
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Another important point is raised by the simulation. It is that the oscillation of peak maxima amplitude is inversely proportional to frequency for a fixed sample thickness, and therefore, if there is a large change in amplitude as a result of EFSW, then it will be most prominent when comparing peaks of large spectral differences (e.g. CH 2 /CH 3 stretching at 2800-3000 cm -1 and amide I band at 1650 cm -1 ), but at short spectral differences the relative amplitude does not change as dramatically. This means that when 250 comparing amide I and II bands or their shapes, the expected changes in relative amplitudes are quite small. The latter conclusion has other implications -the small changes in relative peak amplitudes may impact on apparent peak positions (on the order of the spectral resolution) but will not result in significant shifts of for example 10 cm -1 . This kind of spectral behavior should not be attributed to EFSW. 
Conclusions
Despite the simplicity of the model presented here, it is possible to see that many parameters should be considered for understanding the spectral data from an FTIR transflection experiment. Out of three potential averaging effects identified here, the thickness averaging can play a pivotal role in significantly lowering the EFSW in transflection FT-IR spectra, when the lateral length scale of the spatial variations 260 are of similar dimensions to the spatial resolution of the measurement. This is a case for imaging of many tissue cross-sections, but maybe not relevant when in vitro single cells are measured. Angle and phase averaging also have a significant effect on the EFSW and along with thickness averaging for samples above 2 µm of thickness, the EFSW is almost completely removed. The results presented here may have significant impact on the future of biomedical applications of FTIR 265 spectroscopy. Consideration of the averaging effects for sample inhomogeneities, source incoherence, and range of angles of incidence indicate that, in samples of sufficient thickness (~5µm), the distorting effects of EFSW become negligible, implying that the use of low cost low e substrates may yet be acceptable. Furthermore and critically, the results indicate that the significant body of work over the past two decades on such substrates is not necessarily invalid. . A combination effect taking into account all three parameters (incidence angle, phase and thickness) at once compared with a spectrum averaged over thickness only. Figure 9 . A combination effect of EFSW averaging for different thicknesses ranges.
